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[aureelia]
A sofa you don’t want to leave anymore.
This model has all the good features! The seat

depth

can be extended via the clever backrest adjustment. An
oak base provides a cosy warm contrast. Optionally,
the armparts can be adjusted and the elegant metal
runner can be ordered in various metal shades.

Cover: Z78/50 latte macchiato
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Sofas with base overhang

Armpart designs

N70

N80

N90

sofa with option for
armpart ATR/L

large sofa with option for
armpart ATR/L

large sofa with option for
armpart ATR/L

200/99/71/42

220/99/71/42

240/99/71/42

A TR re
A TL li
armrest , fixed onto base

29/90/60/0
item no. for armpart adj. =
SV1 (surcharge)

Elements with base overhang right

Elements with base overhang left

N70R

N80R

N90R

K90R

N70L

N80L

N90L

K90L

sofa with option for
armpart ATR

large sofa with option for
armpart ATR

large sofa with option for
armpart ATR

one arm chaise with option
for armpart ATR

sofa with option for
armpart ATL

large sofa with option for
armpart ATL

large sofa with option for
armpart ATL

one arm chaise with option
for armpart ATL

170/99/71/42

190/99/71/42

210/99/71/42

123/170/71/42

170/99/71/42

190/99/71/42

210/99/71/42

123/170/71/42

Pillows & accessories

UN60.

UN70.

UN80.

UN90.

URO

lumbar pillow for 70 cm
seat

lumbar pillow for 80 cm
seat

lumbar pillow for 90 cm
seat

lumbar pillow for 100 cm
seat

side roll

50/9/24/0

60/9/24/0

70/9/24/0

80/9/24/0

53/11/0

Z

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Back
adjustment
Every item is
equipped with
back
adjustment as
standard. The
back can be
flapped upwards, the seat depth changes.

Flexible
armparts
The armparts
are foldable
and fitted
with notch
function for a
surcharge.
Item no. = SV1.

Metal colours
for runner
The noble
runner is
available in
metal colours
high-gloss
chrome, silver,
bronze or black. Please indicate when
ordering.

Order checklist

Order information
Flexible armparts:
A maximum load-bearing capacity up to 25 kg is
guaranteed for the functional armrests. They are not
suitable for sitting on.
Back sides of sofas:
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Positioning diagram:
Please send us a positioning diagram, depending on the
amount of different variations available. We have marked
the connecting sides in red for end elements in the type
guide.
Connecting sides:
For a surcharge, the connecting sides can be supplied in the
original cover instead of stretch fabric.
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
The measures depend on armparts without function for
surcharge. If the armpart is at a horizontal line, please
note that the width measurement enlarges by about 3
cm per armpart.
Seat depth with back adjustment down: approx. 52 cm
Seat depth with back adjustment up: approx. 62 cm
Height with function: approx. 101 cm
Model-specific qualities:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made

Base
The oak base
is wonderfully
integrating
into the
models’ shape.
It is available
in veneered
and lacquered oak natural.

• Structure and cover
• Metal colour for legs
• Flexible armparts (surcharge)
• Positioning diagram
• Lumbar pillows
• Base leg Z

loosely to create a certain visual effect. This is not a quality
defect but a model-specific characteristic that guarantees
optimum seat comfort.
Chromatic aberrations:
The wooden structure is different from ordering to ordering.
Deliveries after colour samples are basically excluded from
complaints and exchange. We take care of the best
correspondence possible.
Base leg Z:
If elements and sofas with or without an armpart are to be
attached directly to elements or sofas with or without an
armpart, a base leg Z is required. The base leg must be
ordered separately. See price list.
Ordering the side parts:
The side parts on the right/left, if desired, must be
specified when ordering, otherwise you will receive your
item without side parts! Please note!
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame– wood base underframe; back/armparts: beech wood
structure; seat: metal construction
2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs
3. Seat upholstery structure – spring core with diolen cover
incorporated into ergo-PUR-foam
4. Back suspension with flexible upholstery straps and sewn lining
cover
5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Legs
Metal colours:
All legs are available in different metal colours. Please indicate when ordering.
Powder-coated:
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99 black are powder-coated.

metal runner diff.
metal col.
F T9

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

silver

bronze

black

M20

M21

M56

M99

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.
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aureelia - living room examples
sofa combination

corner combination

N 90 - N 90

N 80L laf - K 90R raf

339x339

313x170

Cover: Z78/50 latte macchiato

Cover: W82/98 midnight
sofa combination
N 90 - N 90

339x339

Cover: Z78/95 graphite
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